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A tireless & endless striving of a learnerteacherinventor
Rita Chakma
Never be too gullible by the mere semblance. Small and remote may often take by surprise. Small state in the North
eastern corner of the country Tripura, time and again, has proved that it can have a oneup over others in several
fields. Best known for its natural resources, it also has got some in the stock of human resource that definitely deserve
to be singled out. A son of the soil who came in the limelight recently is Dr. Arijit Das  one of this stock of human
resource that not only the state but the entire educated fraternity can take benefit of.
A bundle of figures and symbols for a layman – is the intriguing formula Dr. Das, the chemistry wonder of North
Tripura, has invented to solve problems of students in a jiffy. His revolutionary invention is said to be able to help the
students of higher secondary level onwards determine the bond order of matters within few seconds.
Let’s peep further. In a fit of zeal Dr. Das claims to have devised altogether eight new and original teaching
methodologies including twelve new formulae on ‘Hybridization State’, ‘IUPAC Nomenclature of Spiro and bicyclo
compounds’, ‘BondOrder determination for (120) electrons without MOT’, ‘BondOrder determination for Oxide based
acid radical’, ‘Spin Multiplicity’ and ‘Magnetic Properties of hetero nuclear diatomic species’ etc. His works have already brought laurels from
different national and international quarters, latest being the felicitation by tripurainfo.com at Agartala.
It is sheer love for chemistry and teaching or a genetic gift, for his father is also a chemistry teacher, Dr. Das, a faculty in Dharmanagar College
at present, had quit a lucrative job as a scientist in the state forensic laboratory years back for taking up teaching as a profession. Since then his
dedication to learning and teaching has started bearing fruits soon.
The crown of Dr. Das can be best discerned by some more strokes – apart from having the credit of getting his works published in some peer
reviewed journals he is a reviewer of USA and UK London based internationallyacclaimed Chemistry Journals of the world namely ‘Journal of
Inorganic Chemistry Communications’, Elsevier Publication, ‘Journal of Coordination Chemistry’, Taylor and Francis Publication, London, U.K.
since 2010.
Dr. Das is also a Senior fellow and Reviewer of the ‘Journal of Indian Chemical Society’, Kolkata, India. His innovative ideas of teaching have
already appealed the students so much so that he is giving online teaching on chemistry to students residing across the globe. A successful
teacher Dr. Das has helped many cross their academic gates with élan and who are already occupying responsible and plum positions in different
organizations.
Content but not complacent Das’s journey for unfolding new facts and more studentfriendly techniques continues and he desires to make the
process a lifelong practice. Amidst all this the curious and creative mind always finds its way out. So, scientific jargons are not all that keep him
busy, but a tinge of music, imagination of a poet descend on him – then he dons on the garb of a keen tabla player or a poet scribbling down
emotional notes of a pensive heart.
Still, if everything goes well he is going to gift us a new invention soon, reveals Dr. Das. The bottom line is – the process must go on.

N.B: This Article also published in ICA Department’s Magazine “TRIPURATODAY”
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02/09/2013 Tarab
15:57:17
Ali

Tarab007@gmail.com

We pray for Dr. D Das & his new invention.His dedication to learning & teaching is the Role
Model for all TEACHER.Chemistry is one of the tuff subject ...it will make easy to every
normal & good students ..thanks lot Sir..

02/09/2013 Santanu
santanubanik@hotmail.com
18:07:42
Banik

Dr. Arijit Das is the Gem of Tripura, 'unexplored'. Thanks Ms. Chakma for your invaluable
article. I have met Dr. Das once, he is just like any other fellow person. But the fire boiling in
his mind should be known to all. Tripurainfo is the greatest supporter. All the best to Dr. Das!!
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Request all who read this to support Dr. Arijit Das in his initiatives.

04/09/2013 Sukla
12:37:13
Singha

shukla.singha85@gmail.com

Thank You so much for this write up. Best wishes to Dr. Das and yes, a very Happy Teacher's
Day as well. :)

06/09/2013 sandeep
nambremya@sify.com
16:58:05
deb

Can you tell me a tabla musisian staying in agartala

12/09/2013 Bhaskar
bhask_pol@yahoo.co.in
10:02:44
Datta

The whole narration is quite a wonderful one as it has motivated my core to an extent. My
best wishes to Dr. Das for his dedication and focus towards his research/teaching. Such
people can groom our society and can surely make the difference in mankind's existence. My
bottom line is  its time to give back to the society, its already 67 years past independence.

14/09/2013 kassam
kassammolsai@gmail.com
10:30:40
molsai

Stuudent Thanks for you.i the Dr.kassam molsai.
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